RF LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEM STARTER KIT, WHITE

LC7500-WH | radiant

FEATURES & BENEFITS

The radiant® RF Lighting Control System offers simple control, a variety of device types, customizable scenes and the convenience of Android and iOS apps, so control is always in hand. This RF Lighting Control System Starter Kit (LC7500-WH) includes:

* (1) LC7001 - Whole House Lighting Controller
* (2) LC2101-WH - In-Wall Tru-Universal RF Dimmer, White
* (1) LC2201-WH - In-Wall 1500W RF Switch, White
* (1) LC2203-WH - In-Wall 3-Way Switch, White
* (4) RWP26W - One-Gang Screwless Wall Plate, White

Check out the RF Lighting Control App.

- Part of the radiant® Collection
- Wireless control of your home lighting with the iOS and Android apps for smartphones, tablets, and Apple Watch.
- Easy-to-install with existing electrical wiring.
- Tru-Universal dimmers can be used with all dimmable lighting and load types.
- Simple setup from the device or directly from the app.
- Patented 900 MHz RF communication protocol. Avoids interference with other 900 MHz devices, such as cordless phones and baby monitors.
- Integrates with Legrand's intuity and third party home automation systems
- Fully compatible with the adorne® Wi-Fi Ready lighting control devices
- Voice activated control with Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Color: White

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
The radiant® RF Lighting Control System offers simple control, a variety of device types, customizable scenes and the convenience of Android and iOS apps, so control is always in hand. This RF Lighting Control System Starter Kit (LC7500-WH) includes:

- (1) LC7001 - Whole House Lighting Controller
- (2) LC2101-WH - In-Wall Tru-Universal RF Dimmer, White
- (1) LC2201-WH - In-Wall 1500W RF Switch, White
- (1) LC2203-WH - In-Wall 3-Way Switch, White
- (4) RWP26W - One-Gang Screwless Wall Plate, White

Check out the RF Lighting Control App.

RoHS: Yes
FCC Standard: Yes
UL Standard: Yes

DIMENSIONS

Depth (Metric): 279.4 mm
Depth (US): 11"
Height (Metric): 152.4 mm
Height (US): 6"
Width (Metric): 279.4 mm
Width (US): 11"
Weight: 3.5 lbs

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Frequency: 900 MHz
Interoperability: Top Dog™ RF communication protocol
Equipment Type: Residential